
Telescopic slide designer and 

manufacturer



Company Profile

WALITON HARDWARE 

MANUFACTURER is a telescopic slide 

designer and manufacturer with nearly 

two decades’ experience and expertise, 

offering ODM and OEM sliding solutions 

for tables, machines and drawers. 

We provide premium slides that can be

customized to any specifications, suitable for

a wide range of applications and industries,

having successfully served customers in

Asia, Europe and North America.



Our History 

January 2003

Waliton found the main product line: 

27mm slides. Moved to the new factory, 

started to produce 35mm and 45mm in 

August

2004
We began to sell abroad, attracting customers 

from the USA, Turkey, Italy and Iran

2010
supplied customers from U.S.A, Turkey, Italy, 

Japan, Poland and Span. and started 

producing table slide, concealed slide and 

heavy duty slides. 
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Our Customers



Our Advantages 
Waliton has cooperated with numerous manufacturers and dealers across the globe, for 

the premium products and services we provide.

One-stop solution

Reduces lead-time

Lowest total costs for your 

business

Free of price fluctuation

Capable of big orders

Reliable quality

High productivity

Precision-manufactured 

products

Rapid delivery 

In-House Design & 

Manufacture
Sufficient Raw 

Material Supply
Automated Ball Bearing 

Assembly Equipment



One-stop solution

Reduces lead-time

Lowest total costs for your 

business

Slide Manufacturing

Machining

Waliton’s quality control process all starts from the raw materials. 

We are making sure our slides are made from eligible hardened 

cold-rolled steels and aluminum.

The material’s width, thickness, and hardness are built with 

consistency and up to international standards

For ball bearing, the steel balls are of smooth surface and 

optimum size.

Raw materials are made into shaped blanks through machining 

process like roll forming and punching

Making sure the blank is rolled in uniform thickness 

Punching in the accurate location with holes of appropriate 

size
Side rivets need to be flat and smooth

Machinery equipment, rolling machines, pressing machines, riveting 

machines. 

Raw Material Inspection



Tried & True Performance 
Our products are tested to meet or exceed international standards. We also provide 

custom and vibrant testing per request. 



Our Product Line 
Machine-specific slides are custom designed 

and manufactured to meet unique specification 

and functionality. Walton provides ODM & 

OEM slides solutions. No matter what you ask 

for in machine slides, our experienced in-house 

engineers and fabricators can suit your specific 

requirements. 

We provide a vast assortment of drawer 

slides for different residential and office uses. 

The closed lengths of our furniture

drawer slides range up to 550mm (as

a residential drawer is usually no

more than 600mm long)

Common widths for furniture 

drawers' slides are 27mm, 35mm, 

40mm, etc.

Special features are available in push-

to-open, self-close, soft-close, double 

-extension, and more. 

A partial extension slide is a simple slide that 

uses just two members, an inner and outer, 

and generally provides partial travel of the 

slide’s length.

Partial-extension slides offer an ideal solution 

when direct full access to the container’s 

contents is not desired.

This type of telescopic slides is common 

in-home or office furniture.

Extension Slides
PartialMachine Slides

Drawer Slides Table Extention Slides

Waliton table extension slides fall into two main 

categories: two-way travel table slides and 

automatic lifting table slides. They allow a table 

to be easily extended to the desired length with 

necessary, effectively minimizing space and 

maximizing versatility. They can adapt to 

multiple applications.



Thank you




